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Ornacyn™ 
Proven broad-spectrum antibiotic to treat and prevent most 
common respiratory ailments in pet birds . Add it to infected 
bird 's drinking water. Ornacyn also can be used as a 
prophylaxis when adding new birds or as a relaxant prior to 
shipping birds; or to treat stress after overcrowding . 
Each capsule treats eight ounces of bird 's water. 

MultiPet Vitamins™ 
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A specially-formulated dietary supplement for daily 
bird feeding . Corrects vitamin deficiencies, helps fight 
stress . Especially helpful when birds are received , 
recovering from illness, or establishing breeding 
colonies . Comes in 1 and 16-oz. bottles. - -· ..... ~ -- ~ ._... _..,_ .\J_t1~tV1tarnrt:'1 liil Mardel 
~ Laboratories, Inc. 
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714 North Yale • Villa Park, IL. 60181 MDL 1782 

Valentine's 
Smo-o-o-th 

bright 
wire! 

Your No. 1 source of supply for * BIRD CAGE WIRE * CAGE BUILDING EQUIPMENT 

VALENTINE 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

9706 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL DRIVE - BRIDGEVIEW, ILLINOIS 60455 
PHONE: Area Code (312) 599-1101 

Budgies 
by Harold H. Trethaway 

Though most breeders of Exhibition 
Budgies are less concerned about which 
color a bird is, so long as it approaches 
the Ideal for type, size, head qualities 
and stance, there is no doubt that the 
wide range of color varieties is an attrac
tion for many, and well may be the 
reason many persons became introduced 
to the Fancy. 

The birds illustrated, a copy of a 
painting by Eric H . Peake, one of Brit
ain's foremost bird artists, show but five 
of the mutations which have evolved 
from the original light green of 
Australia. 

Upper left, a Grey Green which along 
with the Light Green, Dark Green and 
Olive, comprise the Normal Green 
Family. 

Upper right , an Australian Dominant 
Light Green Pied; these are also bred in 
the Blue series, and are fast becoming 
one of the popular exhibition birds, 
because they can be improved by 
breeding to a normal variety . 

Center, a Normal Violet; though dif
ficult to breed up to the exhibition 
quality of other Blue family members 
such as the Sky Blue, Cobalt and Grey, a 
good specimen is greatly admired. 

Lower left, a Cinnamon Light Green; 
there is a cinnamon variety of just about 
all colors, wherein the color markings on 
wings and head are brown instead of the 
normal black. This family has good 
feather quality . 

Lower right, an Opaline Dark Green; 
the opaline mutation is also found in 
most any color, differing from the nor
mal in that the head and the Vee of the 
back between the wings should be free of 
markings, which should be confined to 
the wings. Some specimens carry a suf
fused opalescent effect which is very 
beautiful. 
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Painting by Eric H. Peake 

This painting shows five of the mutations which have evolved from the original light green of Australia. 
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